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Mare's War
Octavia and Tali learn about strength, independence, and courage when they take a car trip with their grandmother, who
tells them about growing up black in 1940s Alabama and serving as a member of the Women's Army Corps during World
War II.

Straydog
This comprehensive reference work edited by one of the leading authorities on obesity presents an up-to-date survey of the
current scientific understanding of the metabolic syndrome, as well as an overview of the most significant changes to the
field over the past 30 years. This volume is a thorough reference for obesity and the metabolic syndrome and will prove an
indispensable resource for clinicians and researchers at levels worldwide. The obesity epidemic has generated immense
interest in recent years due to the wide-ranging and significant adverse health and economic consequences that surround
the problem. Much attention has been focused on behaviors that lead to obesity, in particular to over consumption of
energy-dense food and to sedentary lifestyle. However, obesity is an extremely complex condition with poorly defined
pathogenesis. In addition, when combined with other comorbidities such as hypertension and dyslipidemia, obesity often
leads to a patient diagnosis of metabolic syndrome, a very troubling condition that has grown, and is continuing to grow,
rapidly each year in prevalence worldwide. Metabolic syndrome is a cluster of conditions — increased blood pressure, a high
blood sugar level, excess body fat around the waist and abnormal cholesterol levels — that occur together, increasing one’s
risk of heart disease, stroke and diabetes. This resource covers the full range of scientific and clinical aspects:
epidemiology, genetics, environmental factors, pathophysiology, diseases associated with obesity, and clinical
management.
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Such a Pretty Girl
Winner of the Schneider Family Book Award! A debut novel for fans of The Fault in Our Stars that thoughtfully and
humorously depicts teen Ricky Bloom's struggles with a recent chronic illness diagnosis. As if her parents' divorce and
sister's departure for college weren't bad enough, fourteen-year-old Ricky Bloom has just been diagnosed with a lifechanging chronic illness. Her days consist of cursing everyone out, skipping school--which has become a
nightmare--daydreaming about her crush, Julio, and trying to keep her parents from realizing just how bad things are. But
she can't keep her ruse up forever. Ricky's afraid, angry, alone, and one suspension away from repeating ninth grade when
she realizes: she can't be held back. She'll do whatever it takes to move forward--even if it means changing the person
she's become. Lured out of her funk by a quirky classmate, Oliver, who's been there too, Ricky's porcupine exterior begins
to shed some spines. Maybe asking for help isn't the worst thing in the world. Maybe accepting circumstances doesn't mean
giving up.

Home Cheese Making
The family of Rebekah Levinsky emigrates from Russia and settles in New York City, hoping their dreams will come true. But
instead of finding streets paved with gold, they find they must work seven days a week in a sweatshop simply to survive.
Will Rebekah conquer the odds and find happiness?

The Boy from the Basement
"Explores some of Europe's most famous fables and lesser known favorites, from sly humor to dark fireside tales and
everything in between"--

High Heat
While social and emotional learning (SEL) is most familiar as compartmentalized programs separate from academics, the
truth is, all learning is social and emotional. What teachers say, the values we express, the materials and activities we
choose, and the skills we prioritize all influence how students think, see themselves, and interact with content and with
others. If you teach kids rather than standards, and if you want all kids to get what they need to thrive, Nancy Frey, Douglas
Fisher, and Dominique Smith offer a solution: a comprehensive, five-part model of SEL that's easy to integrate into
everyday content instruction, no matter what subject or grade level you teach. You'll learn the hows and whys of Building
students' sense of identity and confidence in their ability to learn, overcome challenge, and influence the world around
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them. Helping students identify, describe, and regulate their emotional responses. Promoting the cognitive regulation skills
critical to decision making and problem solving. Fostering students' social skills, including teamwork and sharing, and their
ability to establish and repair relationships. Equipping students to becoming informed and involved citizens. Along with a
toolbox of strategies for addressing 33 essential competencies, you'll find real-life examples highlighting the many
opportunities for social and emotional learning within the K–12 academic curriculum. Children’s social and emotional
development is too important to be an add-on or an afterthought, too important to be left to chance. Use this books
integrated SEL approach to help your students build essential skills that will serve them in the classroom and throughout
their lives.

Cursed
A high school boy comes to terms with his drug addiction, life with an alcoholic father, and a younger brother who looks up
to him.

Milk: Bioactive Components and Role in Human Nutrition
As she sits watching a seemingly perfect family and a handsome lifeguard on the beach, a lonely, troubled girl projects
herself into the fantasy lives she has created for them.

The Girl Who Could Not Dream
How do you forgive yourself—and the people you love—when a shocking discovery leads to a huge mistake? Acclaimed
author Christine Heppermann’s novel-in-verse tackles betrayals and redemption among family and friends with her
signature unflinching—but always sharply witty—style. For fans of Elana K. Arnold, Laura Ruby, and A. S. King. When Jorie
wakes up in the loft bed of a college boy she doesn’t recognize, she’s instantly filled with regret. What happened the night
before? What led her to this place? Was it her father’s infidelity? Her mother’s seemingly weak acceptance? Her recent
breakup with Ian, the boy who loved her art and supported her through the hardest time of her life? As Jorie tries to
reconstruct the events that led her to this point, free verse poems lead the reader through the current morning, as well as
flashbacks to her relationships with her parents, her friends, her boyfriend, and the previous night. With Poisoned Apples:
Poems for You, My Pretty and Ask Me How I Got Here, Christine Heppermann established herself as a vital voice in thoughtprovoking and powerful feminist writing for teens. Her poetry is surprising, wry, emotional, and searing. What Goes Up is by
turns a scorchingly funny and a deeply emotional story that asks whether it’s possible to support and love someone despite
the risk of being hurt. Readers of Laura Ruby, E. K. Johnston, Elana K. Arnold, and Laurie Halse Anderson will find a
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complicated heroine they won’t soon forget.

Bottled Up
In a futuristic, fractured United States where the oppressed Rootless handle the raw nuclear material that powers the
Gentry's lavish lifestyle, sixteen-year-old Madeline Landry must choose between taking over her father's vast estate or
rebelling against everything she has ever known, in the name of justice.

Buddha Boy
Pip’s desperate to escape his life—he’s been skipping classes, drinking, getting high. Anything and everything to avoid his
smug teachers, his sweet but needy little brother, his difficult home life. Now he’s been busted by Principal Giraldi and
given an ultimatum: either he shows up for all his classes and sees a counselor after school, or he’s expelled. Pip’s freaked
out; not because he might get kicked out of school, but by the thought that Giraldi might call his father. Because Pip will do
anything to avoid his father.

Allegedly
When Teddy Anderson's little sister Tina is gunned down randomly in a drive-by shooting, the gangstas who rule the streets
in the Anderson family's rapidly deteriorating neighborhood dismiss the incident as just another case of RP, RT???wrong
place, wrong time. According to gangsta logic, Tina doesn't even count as a statistic. Teddy's family is devastated. Mrs.
Anderson sinks into deep depression while Pops struggles to run both the household and his declining laundry business. The
Andersons are shocked still further when Teddy is arrested and thrown in prison for attempted homicide after his
elaborately laid plans for revenge against his sister's killer are foiled by the cops. Teddy soon finds himself out of prison on
house arrest, and in the capable hands of Officer Mariana Diaz, the smart, tough probation officer assigned to oversee his
endless hours of community service. As part of the innovative rehabilitation program Diaz runs, Teddy is assigned to tutor
Micah, a twelve-year-old orphan and would-be gansta. As Teddy goes through the motions of complying with the terms of
his probation, Diaz has no idea that he is using his genius-level computer hacker skills to plot his final vengeance and to
defraud the state education system of hundreds of thousands of dollars. But even though Teddy thinks he knows it all, he
fails to see how Micah's desperate need for love and trust just might have the power not only to pierce all Teddy's defenses,
but to save his family.

Bottled Up
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Where is semiotics now? As the promised science of the social life of signs in general, semiotics has not been good to its
word. Although well-established institutionally today--through specialist journals, research centres, international
conferences, professional associations and the like--semiotics now seems quaintly out of place in a world where text,
culture and technology defy metadisciplinary, if not metaphysical, explanation. When the semiotician has finished
explaining the music of Primal Scream, the textuality of an email message or the culture of the internet, most would believe
there was still lots to be said. A generation ago, the radical humanities scholar turned to semiotics for the last word on news
production, cinematic desire or the meaning of youth style. Today that last word (which is always the latest word too) is
more likely to go to cultural studies, literary theory or postmodernism--all of which are in several senses 'beyond' semiotics
even while remaining indebted to it. In addition, we can't so easily presume to separate notions of production and desire,
say, or news and cinema, precisely because we can no longer say for sure where the differences lie between notions of text,
culture and technology. Beyond Semiotics provides an approach to these three interdependent concepts of text, culture
and technology, in order to show what semiotics had always had to marginalize, forget, or not see in the quest to
professionalize itself. Meanwhile, outside the limitation of any discipline, the secular mysteries of text, culture and
technology today continue to call for a response--not with the aim of laying bare the truth, but of opening up the sign.

The Development of Africa
Rachel, a teenager with a healthy dose of both aptitude and attitude, begins to feel at home volunteering at an animal
shelter.

I Am Princess X
Orange Is the New Black meets Walter Dean Myer’s Monster in this gritty, twisty, and haunting debut by Tiffany D. Jackson
about a girl convicted of murder seeking the truth while surviving life in a group home. Mary B. Addison killed a baby.
Allegedly. She didn’t say much in that first interview with detectives, and the media filled in the only blanks that mattered:
a white baby had died while under the care of a churchgoing black woman and her nine-year-old daughter. The public
convicted Mary and the jury made it official. But did she do it? There wasn’t a point to setting the record straight before, but
now she’s got Ted—and their unborn child—to think about. When the state threatens to take her baby, Mary’s fate now lies
in the hands of the one person she distrusts the most: her Momma. No one knows the real Momma. But does anyone know
the real Mary?

Split
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In this home cheese making primer, Ricki Carrol presents basic techniques that will have you whipping up delicious cheeses
of every variety in no time. Step-by-step instructions for farmhouse cheddar, gouda, mascarpone, and more are
accompanied by inspiring profiles of home cheese makers. With additional tips on storing, serving, and enjoying your
homemade cheeses, Home Cheese Making provides everything you need to know to make your favorite cheeses right in
your own kitchen.

Glencoe Health
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will
show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the
Seducer, the compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to the level of
art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this
beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the characters and the process. Discover
who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four
manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target.
Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In
addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic
demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of
Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From
the internationally bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.

What Goes Up
A Michael L. Printz Honor Book Troy Billings is seventeen, 296 pounds, friendless, utterly miserable, and about to step off a
New York subway platform in front of an oncoming train. Until he meets Curt MacCrae, an emaciated, semi-homeless, high
school dropout guitar genius, the stuff of which Lower East Side punk rock legends are made. Never mind that Troy’s dad
thinks Curt’s a drug addict and Troy’s brother thinks Troy’s the biggest (literally) loser in Manhattan. Soon, Curt’s recruited
Troy as his new drummer—even though Troy can’t play the drums. Together, Curt and Troy will change the world of punk,
and Troy’s own life, forever. "Troy's voice is candid, irreverent, realistic and humorous. [A] wonderful, engrossing tale."—SLJ
An ALA BBYA A BCCB Blue Ribbon Book A Booklist Editors' Choice An SLJ Best Book of the Year A Miami Herald Best Book of
the Year

Street Pharm
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This book provides an extensive overview of the latest research in environmentally benign integrated bioprocess
technology. The cutting edge bioprocess technologies highlighted in the book include bioenergy from lignocellulose
materials, biomass gasification, ethanol, butanol, biodiesel from agro waste, enzymatic bioprocess technology, food
fermentation with starter cultures, and intellectual property rights for bioprocesses. This book further addresses niche
technologies in bioprocesses that broadens readers’ understanding of downstream processing for bio products and
membrane technology for bioprocesses. The latest developments in biomass and bioenergy technology are reviewed
exhaustively, including IPR rights, nanotechnology for bioenergy products, biomass gasification, and biomass combustion.
This is an ideal book for scientists, engineers, students, as well as members of industry and policy-makers. This book also:
Addresses cutting-edge technologies in bioprocesses Broadens readers’ understanding of metabolic engineering,
downstream processing for bioproducts, and membrane technology for bioprocesses Reviews exhaustively the latest
developments in biomass and bioenergy technology, including nanotechnology for bioenergy products, biomass
gasification, biomass combustion, and more

The Rules of Survival
With his mother working long hours and in pain from a romantic break-up, eighteen-year-old Logan feels alone and unloved
until a zany new student arrives at his small-town Missouri high school, keeping a big secret.

So Much to Tell You
Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose techniques allow them to run long
distances with ease, and describes his training for a fifty-mile race with the tribe and a number of ultramarathoners.

Bottled Up
I shouldn't have come back to Miami . . . I've been escaping cops' notice for a year now. I'm no longer Michael Daye, high
school athlete with a promising future. Now I look like someone whit no future. When Michael saw a chance to leave town
with a traveling carnival a year ago, he took it. Back then, his home life was spinning violently out of control. The carnival,
with its "no questions asked" policy, seemed like a welcome escape. But now Michael's job has brought him back to Miami,
where his mother is on trial for murder, making him wonder how much longer he can hide from his past . . . and his future.

Nothing to Lose
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A teenaged boy who is thrown out of his house by his abusive father goes to live with his older brother, who ran away from
home years ago to escape the abuse.

All Learning Is Social and Emotional
Three perspectives -- one truth The victim: After his windshield was shattered with a baseball bat, HIV-positive Alex Crusan
ducked under the steering wheel. But he knows what he saw. Now he must decide what he wants to tell. The witness: Daria
Bickell never lies. So if she told the police she saw Clinton Cole do it, she must have. But did she really? The suspect:
Clinton was seen in the vicinity of the crime that morning. And sure, he has problems with Alex. But he'd never do
something like this. Would he?

Metabolic Syndrome
Discusses the issue of breast feeding and whether it is fair to judge parenting on breast vs. bottle as opposed to making the
right choice for a family.

Born to Run
Like the game of baseball, life is quirky and unpredictable, as Shane Hunter discovers in the spring of his sophomore year.
Suddenly and without warning his life of privilege is turned upside down. And just as suddenly, life begins to seem utterly
without fairness or purpose to him. Exciting, well-written sports scenes transport readers right into the stands while
complex issues engage their hearts and minds. For here is a novel of loss, of morality, and of the rare, redemptive power of
baseball. Can speaking the truth really determine lives? Just how does one accept, move on, and begin doing the right
thing?

Land of Hope
Sent to a hospital by her mother, Marina, a disfigured Australian girl who refuses to speak, reveals her thoughts and
feelings in a diary.

Flight #116 Is Down
The bestselling author of The Face on the Milk Carton captures the courage of the survivors and first responders of a 747
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crash in this emotional thriller. Patrick knows he has what it takes to be a full-time EMT; all he wants is the opportunity to
prove it. But in the face of tragedy, Patrick will need to rely on his experience and conviction. While Heidi has all the
advantages money can buy, she doesn’t feel like she fits in. Not in school and not on her parents’ estate in upstate New
York. But when a plane crashes in the woods, Heidi is surprised to discover a hidden strength. These teenagers have
something to prove: to their parents, to their town, to themselves. And they’ll get the chance when Flight #116 goes down.
Heartbreaking and hopeful, this captivating thriller from the multimillion-copy bestselling author of the Janie Johnson series
will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final page. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Caroline B.
Cooney including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.

Fade to Black
This volume analyses many of the real development challenges confronting the African continent, presenting fresh and
current objective examinations, narratives, interpretations and pathways to the continent’s development. It interrogates
and answers established, critical, current and pragmatic problems confronting Africa today, and provides workable
pathways out of the development problems, so that scholarship, policy and practice will be positively impacted. This volume
adds great depth and extended breadth to the knowledge base on development of Africa. It provides excellent resources for
academics, scholars, student, policy makers and all those interested in issues affecting Africa’s development.

The First Part Last
This National Book Award Finalist is a thought-provoking exploration of emotional abuse, self-reliance and the nature of evil.
A heart-wrenching portrait of family crisis, this is perfect for fans of Laurie Halse Anderson’s Speak and Jay Asher’s Thirteen
Reasons Why. For Matt and his sisters, life with their cruel, physically abusive mother is a day-to-day struggle for survival.
But then Matt witnesses a man named Murdoch coming to a child’s rescue in a convenience store; and for the first time, he
feels a glimmer of hope. Then, amazingly, Murdoch begins dating Matt’s mother. Life is suddenly almost good. But the relief
lasts only a short time. When Murdoch inevitable breaks up with their mother, Matt knows that he’ll need to take some
action. Can he call upon Murdoch to be his hero? Or will Matt have to take measures into his own hands? A gripping,
powerful novel that will stay with you long after you’ve read it. Nancy Werlin, the New York Times Bestselling author of
Impossible, shows why she is a master of her genre. “[A] dark but hopeful tale, with pacing and suspense guaranteed to
leave readers breathlessly turning the pages.”—Booklist (starred review) “Beautifully framed as a letter from Matthew to his
younger sister, the suspense is paced to keep Matthew’s survival and personal revelations chock-full of dramatic tension.
Bring tissues.”—Kirkus (starred review) “Grace and insight.”—School Library Journal (starred review) National Book Award
Finalist LA Times Book Prize Finalist ALA Best Books of the Year ALA Quick Pick
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Landry Park
Best friends, big fans, a mysterious webcomic, and a long-lost girl collide in this riveting novel, perfect for fans of both Cory
Doctorow and Sarah Dessen, & illustrated throughout with comics. Once upon a time, two best friends created a princess
together. Libby drew the pictures, May wrote the tales, and their heroine, Princess X, slayed all the dragons and scaled all
the mountains their imaginations could conjure. Once upon a few years later, Libby was in the car with her mom, driving
across the Ballard Bridge on a rainy night. When the car went over the side, Libby passed away, and Princess X died with
her. Once upon a now: May is sixteen and lonely, wandering the streets of Seattle, when she sees a sticker slapped in a
corner window. Princess X? When May looks around, she sees the Princess everywhere: Stickers. Patches. Graffiti. There's
an entire underground culture, focused around a webcomic at IAmPrincessX.com. The more May explores the webcomic,
the more she sees disturbing similarities between Libby's story and Princess X online. And that means that only one person
could have started this phenomenon---her best friend, Libby, who lives.

Homeboyz
Justin spends time with Jinsen, the unusual and artistic new student whom the school bullies torment and call "Buddha Boy,"
and ends up making choices that impact Jinsen, himself, and the entire school. Reprint.

Beyond Semiotics
The Art Of Seduction
Bobby's a classic urban teenager. He's restless. He's impulsive. But the thing that makes him different is this: He's going to
be a father. His girlfriend, Nia, is pregnant, and their lives are about to change forever. Instead of spending time with
friends, they'll be spending time with doctors, and next, diapers. They have options: keeping the baby, adoption. They want
to do the right thing. If only it was clear what the right thing was.

Advances in Bioprocess Technology
Having lived his life in the basement and under the physically abusive reign of his father, Charlie is a stranger in a strange
world when he is removed from the home and sent to live with loving foster parents--forcing him to find a way to come to
terms with his past life and uncertain future.
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The Peripatetic Pursuit of Parkinson Disease
Personal in approach, beautiful in design, global in scope, The Peripatetic Pursuit of Parkinson Disease envisions a better
world for people with Parkinson disease (PD). Developed by the Parkinsons Creative Collective (all of whom have PD), it is
an anthology of the experiences of over 120 experts at living with PD -- the patients themselves. Join them on a journey
from diagnosis, to informed patient, to empowered advocate. Filled with information and inspiration, it's a color-illustrated
encyclopedia of PD from the patients' point of view. With nearly one quarter of the voices from around the world, it
encourages discussion while it speaks to those newly diagnosed as well as to those who have lived with PD for years. Even
medical professionals reading the book have found new perspectives on what it is like to live with PD. It delivers much more
than the basics about this chronic, progressive, neurological disease. The authors share their stories and strategies on how
to improve health, quality of life, and wellness in spite of PD. They also present opinions on how to speed the development
of new treatments and how to face other life challenges that come with PD. --For those with PD, it's a support group
between two covers; and for everyone else, it's a window into the world of PD.

Almost Perfect
"A perfect combination of adventure, humor, and pure imagination!" —Jessica Day George, New York Times best-selling
author of Tuesdays at the Castle "Funny, scary, and endlessly inventive.” —Bruce Coville, author of Jeremy Thatcher,
Dragon Hatcher Sophie loves the hidden shop below her parents' bookstore, where dreams are secretly bought and sold.
When the dream shop is robbed and her parents go missing, Sophie must unravel the truth to save them. Together with her
best friend—a wisecracking and fanatically loyal monster named Monster—she must decide whom to trust with her family’s
carefully guarded secrets. Who will help them, and who will betray them?

The Watcher
Ty Johnson knows survival. Since inheriting his pop’s business at sixteen, Ty’s developed smarts, skills, and mad discipline.
The supply game’s in his blood. And life is pretty sweet when you’re on top. But one slip—or one serious competitor—and
life turns ugly fast. Suddenly, Ty’s got to rethink his whole strategy. And for the #1 dealer on the streets, strategy is not just
about staying ahead. It’s about survival.

The Nixie of the Mill-Pond and Other European Stories
Meredith was promised nine years of safety, but they only gave her three. Her father, who was sent to prison for sexually
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abusing Meredith and other children in the small town, has been released early on good behaviour. He was supposed to be
locked up until Meredith's eighteenth birthday, when she would be free of her abusive father and her delusional mother,
who dwells on a fantasy that the three of them will be a happy family once more. But Meredith is only fifteen, and her father
is out of prison…and her mother is bringing him home. And Meredith won't let him hurt her, or anyone else, ever again. No
matter what the cost. Lyrical, suspenseful, and emotionally shattering, SUCH A PRETTY GIRL is the compelling story of one
young woman's painful fight for survival - and her journey back to herself.

Fat Kid Rules the World
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Milk: Bioactive Components and Role in Human Nutrition" that was
published in Beverages
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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